
(Up＋Down)≥2s OK

OK

T≤6s

T≤6s

T≤6s

OK

OK

OK

During the settings, the time between two operation must 
be shorter than 6s, otherwise it will quit the setting

A
Additional
funct ion

Setting up and add emitter A
Additional
funct ion

The indicator
long on

The indicator
long on

The indicator 
flashes 3 times
and extinguishes

Power on
Power on

Stop button×1
The indica-
tor Slow
flashing The indica-

tor Slow
flashing

The indica-
tor Slow
flashing

The indica-
tor Fast
flashing

The indica-
tor Fast
flashing

(Up+Down)≥2s
(Up+Down)≥2s

During the settings, the time between two operation must 
be shorter than 6s, otherwise it will quit the setting

add emitter

The indicator
long on

The indicator 
flashes 3 times
and extinguishes

Stop button×1
The indicator
long on

OK
Set up is ok

The up button control
the motor clockwise

The down button control
the motor clockwise

Up button×1

Up button×1

Stop button×1

Down button×1

Up button×1

Down button×1

Power on
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Dot-move  setting

A
Additional
funct ion

Dot-move 
setting is ok

(Up＋Stop)≥5s The indicator
flashes 3 times 
and extinguishes OK

Repeat setting,function is cancelled;
In the dot-move mode,it will move
when you loose the button

A
Additional
funct ion

Cancel emitter Cancel emitter means deleting all the 
memory of emitter and limit switch 
in the DC1686A receiverDuring the settings, the time between two operation must 

be shorter than 6s, otherwise it will quit the setting

Cancelling 
is ok

Power on

(Stop＋Down)≥5s

OK

The indicator
flashes 3 times 
and extinguishes

Power on

The reverse of direction setting

Switch Mode Selection

A
Additional
funct ion

External switch control

Continue to hold more
than 3 seconds

Enter the
switch to 
select state

The indica-
tor Fast
flashing

The indica-
tor Fast
flashing

The indica-
tor Fast
flashing

Double key reboudable 
mechanic switch （default）

 c- +

Mode 1

Mode 2

Mode 3

Double key unreboudable
mechanic switch 

Triple key electronic switch 

Double key reboudable 
mechanic switch 

Double key unreboudable
mechanic switch 

Triple key electronic switch 

M
otor +

M
otor -

Sw
itch up

Sw
itch dow

n

Sw
itch com

①Upward cable attach to the neutral cable,
the motor moves upwards
②Press any key,the motor stops
③Downward cable attach to the neutral cable,
the motor moves downwards
④Press any key makes the motor stop 

①Upward cable attachs to the neutral cable,
the motor moves upwards
②Disconnect the cable,the motor stops    
③Downward cable attach to the neutral
cable,the motor moves downwards 
④ Disconnect the cables to make the motor stop

①Upward cable attachs to the neutral cable,the 
motor moves upwards.                       
②Downward cable attach to the neutral cable,the
motor moves downwards.    
③Attach the upward/downward/neutral cable 
together to make the motor stop.


